PRIDE
Pride kicked off on 8th June and
will include more than 60 events
showcasing LGBT+ culture,
including theatre, art and cinema.
Pride will finish off with the
London Parade where more than
300 groups and floats will travel
from Portland Place station to
Trafalgar Square, culminating in
one awesome party!

Celebrating gender diversity and different gender identities
Pride is a festival of LGBT life and culture, a celebration of gender diversity and different gender
identities, and a recognition of the huge contribution to society made by the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
trans (LGBT) community. This years’ Pride is set to be particularly special. 2019 marks 50 years
since the Stonewall Riots of 1969 - a series of spontaneous, violent demonstrations which constitute
arguably the most important event leading to the gay liberation movement and the modern fight for
LGBT rights. Pride serves as a poignant reminder of the LGBT community’s historical struggle for
equality in the face of discrimination and injustice and a present need to counter a recent rise in
LGBT hate crime.
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The LGBT community continue to
encounter on a daily basis
inequalities and indiginities.
LGBT people still grow up in a profoundly
homophobic and transphobic society.
Stonewall’s 2019 research of a YouGov
poll of over 5000 LGBT1 people
reveals that anti-LGBT abuse
extends far beyond acts of hate
and violence on our streets - many LGBT
people still endure bigotry at school, in the
workplace, at the gym, in their local shop, on public
transport, in a place of worship, at home.
Some are even rejected by their own family, being
forced to undergo conversion or reparative therapy in an
attempt to ‘cure’ them of being LGBT2. Internalising this
rejection may be factor as to why there are much higher
levels of mental health issues among LGBT people3, with
almost half of trans students, for example, having
attempted suicide3.
There are other injustices too. We know that a person’s
sexual orientation or gender identity can act as a barrier
to success with LGBT people continually facing
significant barriers to full participation in public life7.

Coming Out
Gilib Kapuka,
Sean Roberts
A personal
account of a
young man
coming out then
being mistreated
by those couldn't
handle his
sexuality.

The moments
she will never
Marek Lustyk
By focusing on
what could be
lost when a
person is driven
to the edge, this
film is a striking
statement on the
destructiveness
of hate.
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A 2017 National LGBT survey of over 108,000 participants found that at
least 40% of respondents had experienced an incident of anti-LGBT
abuse, ranging from verbal harassment to physical violence. Many
incidents occur online.

You are not alone
Director: Lena B. Grimsgaard
Producer: Matus Hucko
Online harassment and threats can intimidate and
isolate an individual. This film reminds us to reach
out for help and report hate.

Online harassment can happen to anyone though it is disproportionately
targeted at women and the LGBT community. Misogynistic and
homophobic rhetoric is ever prevalent online and continues to grow
rhetorically more aggressive by the day. Content often draws upon
sexually degrading language and homophobic slurs and conforms to
gendered stereotypes about the ways that women and men should
behave.
Incidents continue to go overwhelmingly unreported, often because
respondents resign to the fact that ‘it happens all the time’5.
If you are the target of, or witness, online harassment, it’s important that
you report it to stop it.

.
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Report It (LGBT)
Barbara Halova, Federico Pantaleoni
LGBT freedom of expression continues to be compromised.
More than two thirds of LGBT people avoid holding hands with
a loved one4, for example, through fear of a negative reaction
from others. And perhaps with good reason when one
considers the frequency with which LGBT people are victims
of hate crimes5.
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Melania Geymonat, and her
girlfriend, Chris, defianantly
announced that they would not
be intimidated into their hiding
their sexuality after that were
left needing hospital treatment
after being the target of a
homophobic assault on a
London bus.
“I want people to feel emboldened to stand up to the
same people who feel emboldened by the rightwing
populism that is, I feel, responsible for the escalation of
hate crimes… I want people to take away from this that
they should stand up for themselves and each other.”

Hate on the Bus
Francisco Gouveia and
Carolina Costa
If you saw a hate crime
on a bus, what would
you do? Bystanders
reflect on how difficult it
can be to stand up to
hate but that we need
to report it to stop it.
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stand together

Let’s stand together for and with the
LGBT community and take a stand
against discrimination, prejudice
and violence towards anyone
because of their sexual orientation
or gender identity.
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Don’t just stand by
Take a stand, be an active bystander
Sometimes a situation might not seem right...
you might see inappropriate, negative or
aggressive behaviours…you might hear a
derogatory comment, an offensive or
homophobic joke, name calling, threatening
language... you might be told about someone
being harassed, bullied, targeted because of
who they are.
Here, you have a choice: ignore it and allow it to
continue, or do something about it.
Why should you take action? Well, if you don’t
take action, then who else will? Not taking action
serves to reinforce negative behaviours by
inadvertently signaling that they’re okay,
tolerated or acceptable. By taking action, you
can put pressure on somebody to rethink their
behaviour and help send a clear message that
these behaviours are not okay.
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There are various ways to take a stand
Actively not joining in
Giving a disapproving look; not laughing at an offensive
joke; or talking to a friend about a certain behaviour and
why it’s not acceptable.

Calling it out
Challenging behaviour directly by telling someone to stop
or getting help from others to challenge a behaviour
together or letting a friend of the person you’re
concerned about know you’re concerned and asking
them to intervene or

Acting as an ‘in-between’
Checking to see if someone is okay; making up an
excuse, or creating a distraction, to provide a ‘way out’ or
interrupt a situation; acting as an ‘in-between’ to diffuse a
situation that might unfold.

Reporting it
Asking someone in authority to step in and call Care and
Concern.

Stay safe
If you’re going to challenge inappropriate behaviour,
intervene safely and keep yourself out of harm’s way. It
helps to intervene, particularly in a potentially volatile
situation, with someone else. Remember, your personal
safety is a priority – never put yourself at risk.
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Raise your voice
Clara Moreira, Karolina Savko
This film explores the student perspective on diversity
at Middlesex and encourages us to raise our voice
against hate crime.
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Here are 5 reasons why you should report it
1.

Enable action to be taken and bring those
responsible to justice, stopping someone from
getting away with it.

2.

Prevent it from happening again or stopping
things from getting worse. Leaving something to go
unreported may mean that it escalates into
something more damaging.

3.

Protect your community and others from
coming to harm.

4.

Provide intelligence that can help to identify
particular areas of concern which allow actions to be
taken to address these issues. Information about
even apparently “minor” incidents can help build a
picture of concerns which warrant further
investigation.

5.

Send a powerful deterrent to other potential
offenders.
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Care and Concern
The university’s response system
Care and Concern is the mechanism used by the
University to coordinate a response to
non-academic concerns about a student. This
could relate to a student’s health, wellbeing,
safety, risk of harm or misconduct.
If you have experienced, or witnessed, any form
of sexual violence, harassment or hate crime,
contact Care and Concern to get help to access
support and to talk about your options if you wish
to report an incident.

To contact Care and Concern...
●

●

●

Ask any member of university staff to
contact Care and Concern on your
behalf
Call 0208 411 6200 and ask to speak
to Care and Concern (a designated
safeguarding officer will be available
to receive your call Monday to Friday,
9am to 5pm)
Email careandconcern@mdx.ac.uk
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Tackling hate crime (do you want to talk?)
Mark Ryan Lopez, Andreas Gregoras

Why should you call Care and Concern?
The right people are on board to get the right kind of help for you - Care and
Concern brings trained and experienced professional service staff from around the
University together. You, the student, are at the centre of every decision made.
Care and Concern manages different policies together - an holistic approach to
concerns which means a better, more joined-up, and more effective response for
the student.

❏
❏

❏
❏

Safeguarding (including Prevent) – any concerns where
a student is experiencing, or may be at risk of, significant
harm or abuse.
Fitness to Study – when a student’s health may affect
their ability to engage in their studies or the studies of
others, places unreasonable demands on staff or other
students, or impacts negatively on any aspect of
university life.
Fitness for Practice Conduct & Discipline – when misconduct has breached
the university’s Student Conduct & Discipline rules.

